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Inochio Holdings Inc. 

 

Advance Agriculture Co., Ltd. and K.P Company Limited announce joint venture 

Advance Agriculture Co., Ltd. (owned by Inochio Holdings Inc.) and K.P Company Limited have reached 

an agreement regarding the latter 's capital participation in the former. 

 

The joint venture is expected to be renamed Inochio K.P Lao Co. Ltd. and has started building its 

management board comprised of both Japanese and Lao staff. Inochio K.P Lao will utilize its combined 

resources to promote produce sales, agricultural technology adoption, and human resources 

development in Laos and the Asian market. 

 

 

 

Advanced Agriculture Co., Ltd. 

Acquired by Inochio Holdings (CEO: Isao Ishiguro) in December 2018, Advanced Agriculture (CEO: 

Kohei Ishiguro) is located in the Sekong province of Laos. Since 2019, Inochio has been maintaining 

the site and preparing to resume operations. Currently, cultivation tests are being carried out. 

 

K.P Company Limited 

The K.P group (CEO: Khemsath Philaphandeth) was founded in 1940, specializing in import, 

manufacture, services, staffing, and logistics. 

For many years it has served as an agency for Toyota Motor and has numerous ties with Japanese 

companies. Its expertise in the local industry will provide a solid foundation for the venture. 

https://www.kplaocompany.com/ 

 

Future Goals 

Inochio K.P Lao will focus on agricultural production and sales on Laos and the Asian market. It will 

contribute to the community's living standards by offering new jobs in the surrounding areas and 

promoting advanced agriculture in Laos. Inochio K.P Lao will make a human resource development 

circle where Lao people come to Japan for training in agriculture, and after completion, the trainees 

can work with Inochio K.P Lao farm. 
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Inochio Group aims to contribute to the improvement of economic and social problems, through its 

interaction with the Laos agriculture and personnel. 

      

 

For more information contact info@inochio.co.jp  

 

 

 

Signing ceremony at K.P group  

From left to right: Ryo Watanabe (Inochio K.P Lao Director), Kohei Ishiguro (Inochio K.P Lao 

President), Khemsath Philaphandet (K.P President), Pasatxay Philaphandeth (K.P Executive 

Vice President) 
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